“We have three teenagers, twin girls and a boy. We hope and expect each of them to grow up with equal and fair opportunities to pursue their passions. We would love it if gender equality no longer needs to be discussed or worked towards - that it is simply the norm. And that our daughters, as well as our son, are valued for their character, intellect, and abilities above all else.”

- Jennifer and Stuart Rutledge, Rosemary Brown Giving Collective members and Foundation supporters for 10+ years

“While preparing for our fall session on nonviolent communication, the Teen Healthy Relationships programs funded by the Canadian Women’s Foundation caught our eyes. These programs educate and mentor teens to communicate effectively across genders and cultures ... especially during challenging times. The Canadian Women’s Foundation has been the leading force to protect, educate, and advocate for women. We feel thankful to be involved in this positive movement.”

- Action in Reading community group, which has raised $8,000+ for Teen Healthy Relationship programs
“Our sales team is so passionate and proud of our work with the Foundation. They know we are making a meaningful difference in their own communities.”

- Assured Natural Distribution, which has raised more than $600,000 for the Foundation’s work over 10 years

Image: Foundation President & CEO Paulette Senior (left) with Assured Natural Distribution National Sales Manager Deb Larocque (middle) and Senior Director of Sales Rod Sidoroff (right)

“Upon seeing the programs and advocacy of the Canadian Women’s Foundation, I knew this would be a place where I could help create a positive impact and add value to their work.”

- Volunteer Amar Khanderia

“The Canadian Women’s Foundation stood out to me as a national champion in the fight for gender equity. Through volunteering with the Canadian Women’s Foundation, I have had the privilege of working with like-minded and mission-driven individuals committed to gender equity!”

- Volunteer Karissa Avignon

“The work that the Canadian Women’s Foundation does to help lift women out of poverty and into better lives is truly life-changing. As a company run largely by women, for women, our partnership with the Foundation has changed our lives too. We are thrilled to have partnered with the Foundation on the Out of Poverty initiative for over 15 years and look forward to many more. When women and gender-diverse people are supported, incredible things can happen. We can’t wait to see what we can continue to accomplish together.”

- RICKI’S, which has raised more than $2 million for the Foundation’s work over 15 years
THANK YOU

2021-2022 Corporate and Community Partners

We are grateful to these supporters for their extraordinary investment in women, girls, and gender-diverse people and gender justice for all.

$25 MILLION +

- Women and Gender Equality Canada
- Femmes et Égalité des genres Canada

$1 MILLION +

- Canada
- The Shawana Foundation
- The Slaight Family Foundation

$500,000 - $999,999

- TD
- TD Ready Commitment

$250,000 - $499,999

- gsc
- Love You by Shoppers Drug Mart
- RBC Foundation
- Anonymous

$100,000 - $249,999

- CWB
- RICKI’S
- Royal LePage Shelter Foundation
- Scotiabank
- TC Energy

* Through Employment and Social Development Canada, Public Health Agency of Canada and Department of Justice
THANK YOU

2021-2022 Corporate and Community Partners

Thank you to the many supporters who helped women, girls, and gender-diverse people move out of violence, out of poverty, and into confidence and leadership. Together we are building a gender-equal Canada. This list represents partners who gave between April 1, 2021 and March 31, 2022.

### $50,000 - $99,999

- Kristin Blakely-Kozman
- Giant Tiger Stores Limited
- WomenSense
- Linde Canada Inc.
- Joan and Jerry Lozinski
- Nancy MacKellar
- Ruth Mandel - WHO GIVES Fund
- The Margaret Ann and Donald S. McGiverin Foundation
- Carol A. Newell
- Matthew Phillips
- Reitmans
- Sleeman Breweries Ltd.
- Superior Plus LP
- Kim Tremblay
- Viewpoint Foundation
- Tony Zwig and Thea Caplan
- Anonymous (2)

### $25,000 - $49,999

- Abliminal
- Big Brothers Big Sisters of Canada
- C.A. Delaney Capital Management Ltd.
- Estate of Winnifred Curry
- Judy McFarlane
- Kiki Delaney
- The Houssian Foundation
- Lancôme
- Metro Supply Chain
- Margaret Newall
- QuadReal Property Group
- Liz Rykert in honour of Michele Landsberg
- Pat and Barry Stewart
- ACI Architects Inc.
- Action In Reading
- Shibani Ahuja
- ALT Recruitment Partners
- Sally Armstrong
- Alicia Augurusa
- Paul Barber
- Laura Beattie
- Beedie Luminaries Foundation
- BGC Engineering Inc.
- Diane Blake
- Sheryl Blazenko
- Renee Bleeman
- Bosch Rexroth Canada
- Jessica Boucher
- Nancy Bowman
- Peggy Boyd
- Dayna Bradley
- Anita Bruinsma
- Martha Butterfield
- Calgary Foundation
- Campbell Company of Canada

### $10,000 - $24,999

- Atkinson Foundation
- Brent Allen
- Nani Beutel
- The Body Shop Canada Limited
- Jim Burgess
- Canadian Natural Resources Limited
- CircleK
- Economical Mutual Insurance Company
- Ernst & Young LLP
- Fairstone Financial Inc.
- Fidelity Investments Canada Ltd.
- Julie and Rick George
- Groupe Dynamite Inc.
- H&M
- Hillberg & Berk
- La Maison Simons Inc.
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Kathy Cooper
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Veni Iozzo
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Yixuan Jiang
Jody Johnson
Scott Johnson
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Sarah Kaplan
Kensington Brewing Company
Koskie Minsky LLP
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Cathy A. Lace
Lisa Landrey
Nancy Laurie
Sheelagh Lawrance
LBMX INC
Huguette Leclerc
Tina Levy
Sarah Lounsbury
Ramona Lumpkin
Mackenzie Investments
Tyler Maharaj
Malcolm/Dawson Family
Chad Mallow
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Mary R. Di Salvo Financial Services Corporation & Associates
Aurelie Mazereau
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Martha McCain
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McLean Smits Family Foundation
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Minden Gross LLP
Ruchi Mohindra
Mary Mowbray
Anne Murray
Ron Nicksy
Noble
Lise Noël
Julie Nolke
Julie Nyman
Ontario Teachers’ Insurance Plan
Pallett Valo LLP
Palo Alto Networks Canada
Paris Jewellers
Fanny Paz-Prizant
Christina Politis
Porsche Cars Canada Inc.
$1,000 - $9,999 continued

Qualico
Raintree Financial Solutions Inc.
Raymond James Canada Foundation
Janet Riehm
Dorothy Ross
Stephanie Ross
Rubin Thominson LLP
Ruth Douglas Family Foundation at Toronto Foundation
Edgar Sandulo
Scandaleuse Photography
Mona Schoenfeld
Richard & Mary Scott
Paulette Senior
Lorna Smith
Paula J. Smith
Bryan Snelson
Society of Beer Drinking Ladies
Sodexo Foundation Inc.
Christelle Soto-Suarez
Starbucks Coffee Canada, Inc.
Heather Stewart
Jolan Storch
Olga Svystun
Szi+ Inc.
Manoj Taank
Dawn Tattle
Timothy Thompson
Jennifer Tory
Vox Integrated Solutions
Tetiana Vynnytska
Susyn Wagner
Ann Watterworth
Laura White
Julie White & Ross McGregor
White Ribbon Campaign
Wolseley Canada Inc.
Elaine Wood
Yoga Jeans
Laurie Young
Youth and Philanthropy Initiative Canada
Susan and Rochelle Zorzi, The Mariano Elia Foundation
Anonymous (14)

$500-$999

Ajax High School
Roger Allen
Roxanne L. Anderson
Natalia Antunes
Anzie Accessories & Design Inc.
Argyle Capital Partners Inc.
Aviva Canada
Paul Baker
JoAnne Barresi
Sylvia Bashevkin
Maxine Bass
Pat Baxter
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Sheerin Sheikh
Bertha Ann Fisher
Jennifer Flanagan
Fleck Law Charitable Fund
Julie Francey
Leslie Gage
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Dr. Justin Geagea Medicine Professional Corporation
Nadine Gedert
Chanel Grenaway
Barbara Grossman
Aimee Halfyard
Raymond Hickman
Ellen Hoffmann
Shannon Hopkins
Shirley Humphries
Susan P. Hutchison
Natasha Jackson
Lorraine John
Angela Johnson
KarmaDharma Creative Agency
Vanessa Kennedy
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Tiffany Lau
Adam Lazarus
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Tom Lester
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Nikki Maruzzo
Dyane Matthews
Olena Mazur
Laura McNanany
Pat L. McGorman
Graham McKelvie
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Heather McOuatt
Nora G. McTague
Amy Mehta
Mariam Mendez
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Patricia M. Murphy
Rana Nasser
Lisa O'Connor
Ejidayo Oguneye
Laura Owen
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Jane Potentier
Tami Prince
Brian Read
Dianne Reichenbach
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Andrea Robertson
Jo-Anne Ryan
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Keli Schmidt
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Marsha Seow
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Susan A. Shirriff
Tanya Sood
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Rodeen Stein
Stephen Thomas Ltd
Jonathan Sterne
Jennifer Stubbs
Shannon Summers
Lawrence Sutton
Susan Swackhammer
Robert Szumlakowski
Genevieve Taillon
Lisa Tant
Victor Tavares
Alison Taylor
Timothy Taylor
Torque Brewing
Eric Tourigny
Marilda Tselepis
Christine and Robert Vander Pyl
Joy Waldie
WarnerMedia
Lauren Wattam
Mikahelia Wellington
Josanne White
Mary Anne White
Shelley Wilde
Janice Williams
Murray Wong
Beverley Wybrow
Anonymous (16)
The late Honourable Rosemary Brown, who was the first Black woman elected as a member of a provincial legislature in Canada, exemplified a tireless commitment to advancing gender equality. The Rosemary Brown Giving Collective honours her, one of our Founding Mothers, and brings together a community of like-minded monthly donors who share her commitment to gender justice. The support of monthly donors helps sustain essential community-based programs and enable long-term interventions to advance gender justice. All year round, they help women, girls, and gender-diverse people reach their full potential, creating a better future for us all.
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“You until all of us have made it, none of us have made it.”

You’ll join a special community of changemakers creating meaningful impact for gender justice in Canada.

Learn more and give at [canadianwomen.org/RBGC](http://canadianwomen.org/RBGC) or give now by scanning the QR code below.
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The Rosemary Brown Giving Collective continued
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Gift In Kind Donors

Our deepest gratitude to these supporters who have made in-kind donations to help create brighter futures for women, girls, and gender-diverse people.

AllVision
Bell Canada
Google Inc.
Hard Work Club
Osler, Hoskin & Harcourt LLP
Pattison Outdoor Advertising
Studio 71
SammyB Productions
Yahoo

Corporate Citizenship FOR GENDER EQUALITY

Does your company have an interest in advancing gender equity?

EMAIL US TO LEARN HOW:
partnerships@canadianwomen.org
Ann Southam Feminist Legacy Circle

Our dear friend, Ann, was a prominent woman composer, trailblazer, and long-time donor and volunteer, whose two greatest passions in life were music and advancing gender equality. Ann’s generosity continues to give rise to new dreams and ultimately, the Ann Southam Feminist Legacy Circle can help make the dream of gender equality in Canada a reality.

Estate of Winnifred Curry
Donna J. Baptist
Nani Beutel
Nancy Coxford
Mary Di Salvo in memory of Maria Di Salvo
Maureen Moloney
Margaret Newall
Carol Newell
Margaret Ringland
Nancy Ruth
Pat and Barry Stewart
Kip Southam
Lorraine Sutton
Kathryn Wash
Shelley Wilde
Nancy Wright
KS Workman

Ann Southam
FEMINIST LEGACY CIRCLE

The Ann Southam Feminist Legacy Circle invites you to follow Ann’s path now to leave a truly lasting legacy and join an ever-growing national movement that is transforming lives and building a more equal Canada.

When you make a legacy gift to the Canadian Women’s Foundation, you are helping to improve the lives of women, girls, gender-diverse people and the families and communities that we all share for years to come.

If you are thinking about leaving a gift in your will, contact:

LAURA OWEN, Senior Director, Philanthropic and Planned Giving
at lowen@canadianwomen.org
or 1-866-293-4483 ext. 254

“When women have power, girls can dream!”
- Ann Southam